Stability of YACs containing ribosomal or RCP/GCP locus DNA in wild-type S. cerevisiae and RAD mutant strains.
About 2% of human YAC clones, including tandemly repeated segments color vision pigment DNA, ribosomal DNA and alphoid DNA have been reported to be inherently unstable in yeast hosts, producing more stable deletion products. YACs containing color vision red pigment gene DNA or 1.5 rDNA tandem repeat units were transformed into hosts bearing lesions at the RAD1, RAD6, RAD51, or RAD52 loci. YACs susceptible to deletion during outgrowth of wild-type cells (or in preliminary experiments, in RAD6 transformants) were stable for up to 100 generations or more in the other strains. Thus both the RAD1 and RAD51/RAD52 epistatic pathways are apparently involved in the instability of YACs containing tandem repeat loci, presumably during recombination-based deletion formation; and a yeast host disarmed in these pathways will likely maintain YACs intact that are otherwise unstable.